Abstract. A central result of Sturm-Liouville theory (also called the Sturm-Hurwitz Theorem) states that if φ k is a sequence of eigenfunctions of a second order differential operator on the interval I ⊂ R, then any linear combination satisfies a uniform bound on the roots #
.
Examples on M = T 2 and M = S 2 shows that this is optimal up to the logarithmic factors. The proof is using optimal transport and a new inequality for the Wasserstein metric Wp: if f (x)dx and g(x)dx are two absolutely continuous measures on a two-dimensional domain M with continuous densities and the same total mass, then, for all 1 ≤ p < ∞,
1.1. Sturm-Liouville Theory. Sturm-Liouville theory dates back to seminal papers from 1836 [32, 46, 47] and is concerned with oscillation properties of eigenfunctions of operators
where a(x), b(x) > 0 are bounded away from 0 (this is not an exhaustive description of SturmLiouville theory, we refer to Galaktionov & Harwin [22] or Zettl [51] ). Sturm proved that there exists a discrete set of parameter (λ n ) ∞ n=1 (the eigenvalues of the Sturm-Liouville operator H) and an associated sequence of solutions (φ n ) ∞ n=1 that form an orthogonal basis in L 2 (a, b) and that the number of their roots is completely rigid (called the Sturm Oscillation Theorem in textbooks).
Weak Sturm Oscillation Theorem. φ n has n − 1 roots in (a, b). However, both Sturm and Liouville originally proved a much stronger result (Sturm being the first to establish the result, Liouville then gave a different proof). That stronger result is not very well known (we could not find it any textbook, for example) and reads as follows.
Original Sturm Oscillation Theorem. For any integers m ≤ n and any set of coefficients a m , a m+1 , . . . , a n such that not all of them are 0, the function n k=m a k φ k has at least m − 1 and at most n − 1 roots in (a, b).
This theorem seems to have been largely forgotten: Bérard & Helffer [6] in a beautiful recent paper chronicle the decay of knowledge (as well as describing the original proofs in modern language). Lord Rayleigh still called it 'a beautiful theorem' in 1877 but Courant-Hilbert already does not refer to it all (the suspicion in [6] being that Courant-Hilbert did not consult the original papers but instead relied on a 1917 book of Bôcher [9] that does not mention it). The special case φ n (x) = sin nx is sometimes known as the Sturm-Hurwitz theorem after being stated by Hurwitz [27] in 1903 (who explicitly refers to Sturm). This result has a particularly beautiful physical proof due to Polya [41] . An analogue of the Sturm-Hurwitz Theorem for the Fourier transform on the real line R was conjectured by Logan [33] and proved by Eremenko & Novikov [20, 21] .
1.2. Sturm-Liouville Theory in higher dimensions. Let M be a compact manifold (with or without boundary), let H = −div(a(x) · ∇) be a uniformly elliptic operator of Laplacian-type and let φ n denote the eigenfunctions of H forming a basis of L 2 (M ) with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. It is difficult to speak of a Sturm-Liouville theory in higher dimension because there is more than one way of interpreting the one-dimensional statement. Broadly speaking, the existing lines of research fall into two branches.
(1) Topological Sturm-Liouville Theory interprets the one-dimensional results as a statement about the number of connected domains after we remove the zero set, i.e.
the number of connected components of M \ {x : φ n (x) = 0} .
Topological Sturm-Liouville theory has been of substantial interest to a number of people, including Courant (whose student Herrmann gave a flawed argument in that direction [26] ), Gelfand (as recalled by Arnold [4] ) and Arnold [2, 3] . It was Arnold who discovered that a straightforward generalization of the Sturm Oscillation theorem to the sphere would contradict results surrounding the topology of algebraic plane curves related to Hilbert's 16th problem. Gelfand proposed an approach that, as was known to himself, was unfortunately restricted to one dimension (this proof was recently reconstructed and completed by Bérard & Helffer [7] 
Brüning (1978, [12] ) this paper (2) Metric Sturm-Liouville Theory interprets the one-dimensional result as a statement about the size of the (n − 1)−dimensional Hausdorff measure of the zero set. A famous conjecture of S.-T. Yau [50] states that if −∆φ n = λφ n , then
This has attracted considerably amount of interest with contributions by Brüning [12] (who first established the lower bound in n = 2 dimensions), Chanillo [37] , Nadirashvili [38] , Sogge & Zelditch [42, 43] and the author [44] . The lower bound was recently established in all dimensions by Logunov [35] .
Main Results

Metric Sturm-Liouville theory.
We will now state our main result. Let (M, g) be a compact two-dimensional manifold (with or without boundary) and let
be a uniformly elliptic second-order operator equipped with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions (in case of Neumann boundary conditions, we would ask that ∂M has some degree of regularity). Let φ n denote the sequence of eigenfunctions of H. Weyl's theorem implies that the eigenvalues scale like λ n ∼ M n, where the implicit constant depends only on the area of M . Our main result shows that any linear combination of eigenfunctions above a certain frequency has an unavoidable degree of vanishing: the sum of many oscillating functions is still oscillating.
is orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions, i.e. if f = k≥n a k φ k , then we have the following estimate on the length of its nodal line
Note that f being orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions corresponds to n equations being satisfied, the Theorem is a statement about an infinite-dimensional space. The result has the optimal scaling in n (up to a factor of log n): consider M = T 2 and the function
One could wonder whether better results are possible on other manifolds. We are able to obtain the following restrictions on estimates of this type: if there is an estimate of the form
The first statement, α ≤ 1/2, is suggested by known results on the statistics of arithmetic random waves on the torus T 2 (see e.g. [5] ). Taking random linear combinations of eigenfunctions at eigenvalue ∼ √ n produces functions whose nodal length statistics still obey Yau's heuristic
with high likelihood. This suggests α ≤ 1/2. We will obtain both statements from the following construction that seems to be new.
Proposition. For some universal c > 0, every n ∈ N and every 0 < t ≤ (cn) −1 , there exists a function f ∈ C 2 (S 2 ) orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions of the Laplacian −∆ S 2 satisfying
We do not know whether the estimate in Theorem 1 holds for some 1/2 ≤ β ≤ 1 and consider this an interesting problem. We also mention an earlier result of the author [44] that established a metric Sturm-Liouville theory with suboptimal exponents in all dimensions (but weaker than Theorem 1 in dimension n = 2) by a different method: that result in d dimensions reads
A Wasserstein inequality.
Our argument is based on a new geometric inequality for optimal transport that may be of independent interest. The Wasserstein metric is a notion of distance between measures introduced in the late 1960s [15, 49] and is now a foundational concept in optimal transport, probability theory and partial differential equations [39, 48] . We define the p−Wasserstein distance between two measures µ and ν on a domain M via
where | · | is the distance and Γ(µ, ν) denotes the collection of all measures on M × M with marginals µ and ν, respectively (also called the set of all couplings of µ and ν). The special case p = 1 is particularly nice: in many settings we have Monge-Kantorovich duality (see e.g. [48] )
The 1-Wasserstein distance or Earth Mover's Distance is the total amount of work (= distance × mass) required to move µ to ν. Let now Ω ⊂ R 2 be a bounded domain or a compact twodimensional manifold and let µ, ν be two measures on Ω satisfying µ(Ω) = ν(Ω). We assume that µ and ν are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and that their densities are continuous function and are thus given by µ = g(x)dx and ν = h(x)dx (with g, h ∈ C 0 (Ω)). We introduce the function
and show that it captures some information about the transportation cost W p (µ, ν): if it changes sign along a large one-dimensional set, then we would expect that the measures are fairly well mixed and that it should be cheap to move one to the other. However, if the zero set {x : f (x) = 0} is rather short, then it seems like it would be quite expensive to move on the other. f g Figure 2 . A toy picture of Theorem 2 in one dimension: f (x)dx is fairly cheap to transport to g(x)dx in W 1 but f (x) − g(x) also changes sign often.
We prove a geometric inequality making this notion precise: it has the flavor of an uncertainty principle, either the zero set is large or the transport is not cheap.
Theorem 2.
We have, for all 1 ≤ p < ∞,
We are not aware of any such result existing in the literature with the exception of a onedimensional version of the statement of a similar flavor that was established by the author [45] : for all continuous f : T → R with mean value 0 (number of roots of f ) ·
We note that the sum on the left-hand side is merely the Sobolev norm H −1 which has connections to optimal transport via the infinitesimal expansion of the Wasserstein distance W 2 [48, §7.6] and an inequality of Peyré [40] .
Proofs
3.1.
A Geometric Lemma. This section describes a simple geometric statement that is at the heart of the argument and also firmly restricts its applicability to two dimensions. The statement is so elementary that it is likely to be stated in the Literature in some form somewhere.
Lemma. Let Ω ⊂ R 2 be a connected domain. If ε ≤ |Ω| 1/2 /8 then, for some universal c > 0,
We set |∂Ω| = ∞ if the boundary of Ω is not rectifiable, the statement is then trivially true. We also remark that the condition of the enlargment being smaller than Ω could also be relaxed to being at most a constant size of |Ω| (with that constant then affecting the constant c).
Proof. We first assume that Ω is simply connected. Let us define the set
We will define a transport of the Lebesgue measure of A to the H 1 measure on ∂Ω in the following way: pick a tiny square Q in A and distribute its Lebesgue measure evenly over Figure 3 . The boundary exits the 2ε-circle and is at least somewhere at most distance ε from x. The triangle inequality forces the length to be ≥ 2ε.
We claim that this leads to an even distribution (in the sense of the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the measure so created with respect to the Hausdorff measure H 1 being bounded from above) because, uniformly for all x ∈ A,
This statement follows from the simple fact that ε ≤ |Ω| 1/2 /8 implies that Ω is not contained in any 2ε−ball and the boundary thus has leave the domain (see Fig. 3 ). This implies that the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the induced measure w.r.t. to the Hausdorff measure is bounded from above by ε and this implies the result. It remains to discuss the case of multiply connected domains Ω: in that case we argue in the very same way but transport only to the boundary of each connected component.
As follows easily from the argument, the Lemma easily translates to general two-dimensional manifolds (the constant then, naturally, depends on the properties of the metric). The argument has a somewhat vague similarity with Besicovitch's proof [8] of the systolic inequality in two dimensions. The Euclidean concentration inequality says that among all sets Ω ⊂ R n with fixed volume, the ball has the smallest ε−enlargement |{x ∈ R n \ Ω : d(x, Ω) ≤ ε}|. It could be interesting to understand whether the ball is also extremal (in the other direction) for fixed surface area: is it true that among all sets with fixed boundary size the ball has the largest ε−enlargement? For ε → 0 + this question presumably reduces to a known statement about curvature.
Proof of Theorem 2.
Proof. We first give the proof for p = 1 since that is the only case relevant in our application of Theorem 2 to Theorem 1 and then detail the necessary modifications for p > 1. We may assume w.l.o.g. that µ = g(x)dx and ν = h(x)dx and we assume that both g and h are continuous. Let D ⊂ Ω denoted a connected component of {x ∈ Ω : g(x) > h(x)}. We do not know anything about the transport plan that moves g to h but any such transport plan has to at least transport the superfluous measure outside of that connected component D. We use δ to denote the amount of L 1 −mass that has to be transported outside of D,
The question is how much it has to be transported: if we just move it barely outside of D, then it is going to be on a big pile and will not solve the problem. The best case is if there is a big deficiency outside the domain and that
The natural scale ε on which we have to transport a typical particle then necessarily satisfies
The geometric Lemma implies that either ε |D| 1/2 or
It turns out that we can assume to deal with the second case since that is the weaker one as can be seen by applying the isoperimetric inequality
This shows that the cost of transporting the mass exceeding expectations outside of D has
Let us now assume that {x ∈ Ω : g(x) > h(x)} has n connected components D 1 , . . . , D n , then
We conclude the argument with an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: since f has mean value 0, we have
and therefore
The relevant changes for p > 1 are minimal: the lower bound on the transport cost is
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality can be replaced by Hölder's inequality
and thus, as desired,
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.
We will apply Theorem 2 with
The desired result will then follow from Theorem 2 with p = 1 and showing that
The estimate on the Wasserstein distance has previously been obtained by the author [45] at a slightly greater level of generality, we give a streamlined argument for n = 2 dimensions. We decompose the function with respect to eigenfunctions (and note that the Weyl asymptotic in two dimensions is simply λ n ∼ n and thus, in what follows, λ ∼ n)
and note that the solution of the heat equation (∂ t − div(a(x)·∇))f t = 0 with f 0 = f as initial conditions is explicitly given via convolution with the heat kernel or, alternatively, by diagonalization with eigenfunctions,
and, in particular, we can estimate its size in L 1 from above by
At the same time, we can interpret diffusion as a microscopic process that takes a particular measure δ x and spreads it according to the probability distribution p(t, x, ·). The transport cost of this process can thus be bounded by, appealing to classical Gaussian bounds [1] in two dimensions
from above by
The second argument is a trivial estimate: if we have two functions h 1 , h 2 having the same total mass, then the total transport cost satisfies
Combining all these estimates, we see that
Setting
There is a corresponding upper bound on the W p distance for p > 1, however, in terms of bounds on the nodal set all the exponents cancel in such a way that the arguent does not yield a different result for different values of p, the implicit constant decays as p → ∞ and can thus not be used to remove the logarithmic factor.
Proof of the Proposition.
Proof. The construction makes use of a rather recent construction of Bondarenko, Radchenko & Viazovska [10, 11] (answering a long-standing question in spherical designs): they prove the existence of a set n points {x 1 , . . . , x n } on S 2 that are n −1/2 −separated such that for all polynomials p : R 3 → R up to degree ∼ √ n (a vector space with dimension ∼ n)
However, polynomials restricted to S 2 are exactly linear combinations of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian which means that the signed measure
is orthogonal to all eigenfunctions of the Laplacian up to eigenvalue ∼ √ n (which contains the first n eigenfunctions). Clearly, this measure is not a continuous function. We apply the heat equation up to time t and obtain f t = e t∆ µ = − n |S 2 | + n k=1 e t∆ δ x k .
Since the heat equation is diagonalized by eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, the heat flow preserves all orthogonality properties and f t is also orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions. The classical short-time asymptotics for the heat equation now imply that e t∆ δ x (y) ∼ 1 4πt exp − x − y 2 4t .
The n −1/2 −separation of the points allows us to run the heat equation up to time t ∼ n −1 before heat balls start to overlap. The asymptotics then immediately imply that
The construction is not limited to S 2 (because [11] is done in full generality on S d ). The same argument yields, for all d ≥ 2, all n ≥ 2 and for all 0 < t ≤ c d n −2/d a function f t ∈ C ∞ (S d ) such that f is orthogonal to the first n eigenfunctions of −∆ S d−1 and
as well as
This shows that any d−dimensional statement in metric Sturm-Liouville theory of the form
has to satisfy
